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End of “closed” middleboxes Software NFs Why formal contracts?

Isolating NF State

Stateful Library Performance

v Tightly coupled NF & hardware

v Poor flexibility, high deployment time

v Higher capital and operating expenses 

v Improved flexibility, faster development

v Run on commodity, general purpose HW

v Rely on profilers & monitors today

v Contracts can provide verified answers

NAT Firewall IDS

v Stateful library can be re-used across NFs

v NFs differ in stateless code’s libVig usage

v Different verification techniques apply 

Encouragingly tight bounds !

Why is the problem important? 

Re-use framework for performance?

ü Worst case processing time for NF?

ü When does it occur?

ü Adverse impact of DOS attacks?

How do we go about solving it?

NF specific Stateless Code

Interface API

Library of Stateful Data Structures
(libVig)

Simple properties are powerful!

Relevant sizes

v Can formally bound long tails within 
10% of their ideal execution times

NAL

v Primary cause for variability 

v Formally verify mem trace properties

v Formally specify mem hierarchy response
v Associativity 
v Cache line size
v Prefetcher

v Marry the two to tighten the bounds

Tail latency bounds         low hanging fruit!

Assumptions Made

v Single threaded program

v Dedicated single core, non pre-emptible

v Kernel bypass for network stack,  I/O

v No contention for memory controller

v Huge pages - no TLB & page table misses

Three step workflow

Stitch the two together 

Symbolically execute stateless code with 
models to generate constraints

Analyse stateful data structure library

Insights & Challenges

v Insights

ü NFs have small, simple code paths

ü Performance depends on state/history

ü NFs are primarily memory bound 

v Challenges faced

ü Need assembly level analysis 

ü Commodity HW - No formal guarantees

v Must satisfy following requirements

ü Concise yet meaningful for developers

ü Framework should be verifiable


